




Kilmarnock
Clean, simple and stylish shaker kitchen. 
Beautifully crafted from smooth tulip wood.

The timeless painted finish in cardroom green by 
Farrow & Ball is perfectly accented with the worn 
brass handles and exposed oak surfaces.

Fairlie Furniture oak barstools, upholstered in 
Moon fabric, create a welcoming and social 
kitchen centre island.  





Whiting Bay
A classic handmade in-frame kitchen with 
beaded shaker doors.

Bold and stunningly beautiful, this Fairlie 
Furniture kitchen has become the heart of 
this fantastic new build property. 

This design features a double door walk in 
pantry with exceptional storage and fantastic 
use of space.

Free standing elements include a Welsh 
dresser, along with a solid oak butler’s trolley.

Base units and pantry in Stiffkey blue, and 
wall units and mantle in Elephants Breath by 
Farrow & Ball add a sense of grandeur to this 
style.





Cairnhall
This beautifully renovated, traditional 
property has been transformed to a 
light and airy home, enhanced with a 
quality Fairlie Furniture kitchen.

Painted pantry and island are offset 
with whitewashed oak shaker units.

For the oak doors and drawers, we 
selected pippy character Scottish oak 
for their unique rustic properties.  

This particular pantry was designed 
and installed to perfectly fit in the 
existing alcove. 





Paisley
Fairlie Furniture designed and hand crafted this kitchen as a centre piece for this contemporary open 
plan newbuild extension.

This design has been brought alive with the deep rich standalone painted island, crisp white worktops 
and worn white washed Scottish oak wall units.

Each piece of oak has been hand picked for its character, we then cut, and book match the oak to give 
each door a unique symmetry – craftsmanship that cannot be replicated by factory produced kitchens. 





Symington
This Manor house recently renovated to 
the highest standard and now includes a 
Fairlie Furniture kitchen.

Each unit has been designed to be free-
standing in a painted shaker style two tone 
colours. The design incorporates a large 
free-standing pantry with internal 
lighting, both stylish and practical.

The pantry doors include decorative 
ventilation holes as homage to the 
character of the building. Beautifully 
crafted furniture for a beautiful home. 





Contemporary style pantry made in solid ash.

Shadow gap detail, crisp straight lines and gullwing doors 
make this piece a stand alone design classic.  


